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Introduction and setup
This module is intended to be used with
the rules of Rockopolis RPG.
“Too old to Rock and Roll, too young to
die” has the structure of a self-sufficient,
self-contained story that can be played in
a few game sessions, approximately from
2 to 5.

among their Muses, even taking new ones
if they want to.
Each Player is also free to add a Relationship of their choice, towards whatever
they want, with a value of 2.

The Characters in this story are musicians
of great fame and skill, and the Players
should fill the Character Sheets accordingly.

Players can also use Characters they have
already used for other stories, playing
them as the old Band broke up and its
members grew old and full of grudges toward each other.

Therefore, after creating a “base” Character, they will have 15 Experience Points to
spend to increase their skills, following the
rules.
They will also have to distribute 4 points

All the instructions given here for the creation of the goals and the interpersonal
relationships among the various members
can be freely applied to already exixtent
Characters.

Oldies but Goldies
The Characters are members of a Band
that has achieved international fame.
Their popularity was over the roof even
if they recorded only two albums before
breaking up for reasons never fully explained to the fans and the press.
In fact, each Band member had (and still
has) their personal, good reasons to crave
for the Band break up.
Unsaid words, musical and stylistic misunderstandings, struggles for supremacy and abuses of Muses: with such list of
problems, only a miracle could have kept
the Band united and active.
Now many years have passed. Not enough
to let the old grudges go, but enough to
allow each member of the old Band to
change their life.
One of them has recently been contacted
by an agent from a famous television platform that, in cooperation with a quite famous record label, proposed them a Band
reunion.

They offered a huge profit, rich enough to
let even the more unwilling rethink about
their participation.
Unfortunately, the cruel fate put a hand
in this story: the same Band member that
has been contacted had received, just a
few days before, a very bad news regarding their health
A diagnosis with unauspicious prospects
for an incurable disease. Thei thought that
was growing in them was about undergoing the legal euthanasia process but,
after this reunion proposal, this project
has been postponed in order to try to convince the other to participate. Coming full
circle before dying.
There’s something else: the “retreat” period the Band members will spend before
the reunion concert will soon put them in
front of some sinister accident.
Who knows who or what’s behind these
sad events...

The Band
Depending on the number of Players, the Band will have the following lineup.

Table 1 - Band’s lineup
3 Players

Drums, Bass, Guitar / Voice (a member also sings)

4 Players

Drums, Bass, Guitar, Voice

5 Players

Drums, Bass, Guitar, Keyboard, Voice

6 Players

Drums, Bass, Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Keyboard, Voice

7 Players

Drums, Bass, Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Keyboard, Voice, Flute

Personal goals and fights
Each Player rolls the dice for their Character, being careful that no other Player except for the Master knows the result.
Then they compare the result with the following table and determine toward which
member they’re holding a grudge.
If the first instrument indicated is that of
your Character or is one not present in the
Band’s formation, simply proceed to the
first instrument available in the same line.
Once identified the Band member with
whom there is a broken relationship, the
Player and the Master will try to briefly
outline the reasons, based on the Muses,
Relationships, Feats or any other characteristic of the people involved.
Warning: this will probably create some
“one-way” disagreements, in which one
member hates the other without directly
reciprocating the feeling.
This, combined with the Relationships and
the Characters’ objectives (presented below), should create a rather dynamic and
unpredictable situation within the group.
When everyone has done so, you’re ready
to determine each Character’s personal
goal.

Before doing so, however, the Master will
determine independently (by choice or by
chance) which Character will be affected
by the incurable disease.
With them, they will follow the same procedure described below, but will replace
the objective obtained with the following: “To facilitate the reunion without ever
mentioning their illness and the decision
to proceed to legal euthanasia in one
month”.
Each player rolls the dice for the personal
goal; the result will be the main idea that
will guide the Character during the game
sessions.
The goal obtained is not immutable, so it
can undergo the changes that the Player
will deem appropriate during the game,
but it is to be considered as a very strong
and rooted idea, reinforced by years of
grudges and regrets against the Band and
its members.
It would be advisable for the Players to
keep the objective of their Character secret as much as possible.

Personal goals and Fights
Result

1
2
3
4
5
6

In a fight with

Personal goal

-Drums, Bass, Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Keyboards, Voi- -Boycott the reunion
ce, Flute
-Bass, Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Keyboards, Voice, Flute, -Make the reunion happen
Drums
-Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Keyboards, Voice, Flute, Dru- -Make the reunion happen, but
ms, Bass
ruin the final gig
-Guitar 2, Keyboards, Voice, Flute, Drums, Bass, -Make the reunion happen privaGuitar 1
tely, no production involved
-Keyboards, Voice, Flute, Drums, Bass, Guitar 1, -Reunite, but kicking the ChaGuitar 2
racter with whom you’re in a fight
-Voice, Flute, Drums, Bass, Guitar 1, Guitar 2, Key- -Put an end to your personal fight
boards

John is the bassist of a four-member
group.

gether with the Master, he will have to
justify and describe.

He rolls the dice for “In a fight with...”
and comes out 2.

John now rolls the dice for the “Personal goal” column.
The result is 5. John is in favor of a possible reunion with a final concert, but
only if the guitarist will be expelled and
will be replaced with another “token”
musician, found by the production or
by some Band member.

Since he is the bass player, he has to
go further and so he has to choose Guitar 1 (in this case, the only one in the
group, there being only 4 members).
John will have an unresolved quarrel
with the guitarist; quarrel that, to-

Chapters
The story of “Too old to Rock and Roll,
too young to die” is structured in separate chapters, identifiable as different episodes.
The Master is encouraged to read all the
Chapters before testing his Players with
this story.
Chapter 1
All members of the Band are separately
summoned by the TV distribution company that promotes the reunion.
The official “excuse” is to do an interview
about the past of the glorious Band, and
none of the members (except the one who
was contacted first) knows about the reunion.
The location of the interview, which is also
used, in the official motivation, as part of
the reward for filming the various members, is a rather small and solitary oceanic
island with a superluxurious hotel. Each
member was promised that, at the end of
the interview, they would have one week
available in one of the hotel’s beautiful
suites (it can be awesome for their Muses).
Members access the island via a small airport.
The production team will be very efficient
in keeping the Band members apart, until
they are confronted with a fait accompli:
with a few quick sentences they are confessed that they are on site for a Band
reunion, and immediately afterwards a
press conference is announced, which was
actually prepared in detail.
The press officers go in, and the members
have a chance to meet again.
It is advisable to proceed to the generation

of the fights and personal goals immediately after reaching this point.
Even if the members decide to willingly
submit to the conference, the more attentive journalists may easily notice some friction. Also, even if they can’t spot any bad
behavior, they may well invent non-existent enmities, so as to provoke the individual members of the Band.
What better than a good fight to get a
good article?
The press conference, whether members
stay or not, ends with the announcement
of the reunion event. It will take place after
exactly two weeks, which the Band members will spend in “retreat” on the island to
prepare for the big concert.
The production will offer the Band members a heartfelt apology and $1,000,000
each if they agree to attend the concert.
Everyone will have a separate suite at their
disposal.
Given the Characters’ Muses and their absence from the stages over many years, it
is likely that many of them will need a similar amount of money, or are very attracted
to such a possibility.
Even those who don’t want the reunion to
go through, after all, may look for a way to
get the money.
Due to the distance from their residences,
the Characters can only sleep in the suites.
Since the conference takes place in the
late afternoon and the plane has now left
the island with its cargo of journalists, they
would have to wait until the next day even
if they want to leave the island now.
The Characters will still be able to wander
freely around the hotel and, if they wish,

even all around the small island, possibly
giving vent to their Muses.
On the island there is also a small town,
which has few inhabitants, where the airport is located. None of the locals, unfortunately, has a means to leave the island
autonomously: this is however quite far
from the mainland, enough to be too dangerous to try to leave on small boats.
In the hotel, in addition to them, the numerous staff and some guests of the structure, there is also the production team,
together with a large number of cameras
and operators.
The production has also decided, in fact,
to film everything possible during these
two weeks, to produce a documentary film
about the reunion event.
Chapter 2
Upon waking up and after wandering
around the island for a while, it will be
quite easy for the group to understand
that it doesn’t seem to be so easy to leave
the place.
The group might actually think they are almost kidnapped.

This will be absolutely denied by the production team, who will cheer them up and
try to avoid in every way that they decide
to leave the island. Doing so, however,
would not be possible until the evening:
the plane will not return until the afternoon.
It is explained to them that this period of
forced cohabitation may be what the Band
needs to return to its former glory and regain the harmony it needs to make an incredible show.
Because they want to do it, don’t they?
What better place than that island, away
from distractions and prying journalists
(if you ignore the press conference, of
course) to spend two weeks and get ready?
The production company will insist that
the Band start rehearsing and training for
the live event and, why not, so that the
Band can record a new song for it.
They will also promise an increased prize
(even doubled, if the Characters decide
to haggle for the best price) if they accept
and make it.
It may not be easy to manage several el-

ements of the Band that don’t want to be
together for so long, let alone work side by
side.
There could be discussions, maybe a brief
and tense attempt at rehearsal, or research to a way to flee from the island or
alert their contacts on the mainland (which
is difficult, as the production will try to get
in the way).
One thing, however, should put an end, at
least momentarily, to the quarrels: a man,
a young man from the production team,
dies falling from the twelfth floor of the
hotel.
The local gendarmerie arrives immediately, alerted by the hotel staff. Investigations
begin, which rule out the possibility of suicide in a short time.
There are signs of a struggle, so it’s probably murder. Officers will prevent anyone
from straying too far. Like it’s easy to do so
on that little island.
The cameras, meanwhile, will become increasingly greedy and intrusive: if, in addition to the documentary, it was possible
to get footage of a murderer’s arrest, it
would be a success! Moreover, the tense
situation can only make the Characters’
footage more tasty.
The latter should prepare for a few more
assaults on their privacy.
Chapter 3
It may be more than a day before this
chapter begins. If interesting things happen in the interactions among the Characters, the Master may also postpone the
beginning a few days later.
The chapter begins one morning, when
the Characters learn from the hotel staff
that there is a problem with radio communications (the main means of communication with the mainland, since the in-

ternet connections here work poorly).
On any frequency you connect, in fact,
you can’t transmit, and you only hear a
rhyme, sent in a loop.
The words are as follows:
“Three Little Soldiers
went our for a walk.
One took a tumble
and was then outlined in chalk.
Two Little Soldiers
took shelter in the wood
then they heard a shot
and one was gone for good.
One Little Soldier
left all alone,
went and hanged himself,
and then there were none.”
It appears clear it’s some kind of “parody”
of Agatha Christie’s “And then there were
none”.
If someone on the island began to fear for
their safety, who could blame them?
Even just being on the island with a killer
is not the thing that can facilitate a quiet
retreat ahead of the concert.
Until the gendarmerie gets to the bottom
of this crime, it is forbidden for all guests
to leave the hotel. Anyone who tries and
manages to “escape” would at the very
least be tailed.
The next day, a corpse will be found in a
small palm grove, not far from the hotel.
He was the victim of a gunshot wound to
the head. He was also a member of the
production staff.
Thinking of the nursery rhyme on the radio, hotel rooms are searched, for fear of
finding another corpse, this time hanged.
Unfortunately, it is also found.

The Master is free to decide what’s the truth
about what caused those deaths. The main
goal is to keep the things interesting.
We suggest, if you want to give an “investivative” touch to the story, that there are
links between the first and second victims,
which are slowly revealed as the investigation proceeds.
Some possibilities:
- the two victims were in fact lovers and
the third person, linked to one of them,
followed them to the island to kill them.
Then he hung himself for the pain of his
lost lover;
- the two victims are longtime fans of the
Band, and the third person killed them for
certain events backstage at a concert several years ago;
- the various points of contact between the
two victims have no meaning in explaining
their deaths: the third person killed them
because he preyed on his own Muses Ilùvatar and Berserk;
- the two victims are in fact illegitimate
children of a Band member and planned to
seek recognition after the production had
paid what it promised. A sadistic and crazy
fan, an acquaintance of theirs, learns about
it and, believing he is doing a favor to their
unwitting father, has followed them here to
kill them;
- the third dead person is not the killer of
the first two. The executioner is unfortunately still at large;
- this is a complex setup by the production
to create interest around the Band’s event.
The Master is free to take inspiration from
what is written here, or to invent their own
motivations.
Connecting, with various difficulties, to
the web, it will also be possible to imagine
that not all journalists have left the island:
some news of what happened start to circulate, and some are definitely invented or

distorted in order to create indignation
and make audience.
Fake news brings money, and for the
Characters it can also bring trouble.
In fact, it is suggested that, in reality, the
dead are an invention of the Band to
advertise themselves (the first victim is
called “a stuntman”).
Elsewhere, instead, it is hypothesized that
one of the members of the Band may be
the culprit, given their stormy past. Various sites point to various members as
possible killers or instigators. Others accuse the production team company...
In this context, finding the calm and cooperation they need to reach the goal of
the concert won’t be easy.
To someone, this may even be better.
One thing is for sure: investigations continue, and the Characters are often conferring with law enforcement agencies.
Any intemperance on their part during
this period would not be well seen.
This waste of time is another obstacle.
Who knows if they will even manage to
create a new song, as the production
would like.
Chapter 4
If the Band has managed to come out
unscathed from the various vicissitudes
and time losses that have accumulated
during the previous chapters, it could
also be “ready” for the final show.
The concert is going to be difficult: Expectancy 80, to be reached with a playlist of
only 5 songs, including the new song required by the production.
This, although not easy to create in time,
also serves to give something new and
unexpected to the audience. If the song

was not ready, the Expectancy would increase to 90.

A lot of things can go wrong during the
concert or while on the island.

The concert will be held in a large stadium, and tens of thousands of spectators
are expected.
Moreover, the television shootings are
expected to reach a few million viewers.

The stories in Rockopolis rarely come to a
conclusion easily imaginable at first, given
the combination of Muses, Relationships
and, in this case, personal friction and
murder.

After the fake news shot on the net, however, there is perhaps also some headaches to be expected.

It is important that the Master does not
try to force the Characters’ steps along a
rigid path.

The web is where many of the worst people feed their inner monsters, and the
Band may have brought the wrath of
some true criminal on itself.

Even if they don’t manage to finish the story by playing all the chapters, the situations that will be created will certainly be
interesting to play.

Good times, those of the Band’s youth,
when the only outraging thing was the
Rockers’ dissolute behavior...

As long as there is Rock, the rest can
change at will.

